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Abstract

K-anonymity has been gaining widespread attention as one of the most widely used technologies to protect location
privacy. Nevertheless, there are still some threats such as behavior deception and service swing, since utilizing
distributed k-anonymity technology to construct an anonymous domain. More specifically, the coordinate of the
honest node will be a leak if the malicious nodes submit wrong locations coordinate to take part in the domain
construction process. Worse still, owing to service swing, the attacker increases the reputation illegally to deceive
honest nodes again. To overcome those drawbacks, we propose a trusted de-swinging k-anonymity scheme for
location privacy protection. Primarily, we introduce a de-swinging reputation evaluation method (DREM), which
designs a penalty factor to curb swinging behavior. This method calculates the reputation from entity honesty
degree, location information entropy, and service swing degree. Besides, based on our proposed DREM, a credible
cloaking area is constructed to protect the location privacy of the requester. In the area, nodes can choose some
nodes with a high reputation for completing the construction process of the anonymous domain. Finally, we design
reputation contracts to calculate credit automatically based on smart contracts. The security analysis and simulation
results indicate that our proposed scheme effectively resists malicious attacks, curbs the service swing, and
encourages nodes to participate honestly in the construction of cloaking areas.
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Introduction
Location-Based Service (LBS) is a type of information ser-
vice for mobile users based on information from mobile
devices such as geographical location [1]. LBS has con-
venience and vulnerability since LBS provides services by
node coordinates [2]. The attacker can easily deduce the
user’s identity [3, 4] and other sensitive personal informa-
tion, even if the attacker is unaware of the user’s status due
to the compromise of location information. What’s worse,
the probability of disclosing the private information of
honest nodes will increase if malicious nodes construct
anonymous domains by dishonest means. The leakage of
private location data in the LBS context has drawn signifi-
cant attention from academics and industry on account of
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importance [5, 6]. To ensure the security of location pri-
vacy information, an increasing number of methods are
being proposed by scholars [7–9]. The current method
extensively used is the k-anonymity technology intro-
duced from data privacy protection by Grutester et al.
[10]. It can effectively protect private information by mak-
ing the attacker cannot accurately distinguish the location
information of request nodes from k locations.

Related works
Using k-anonymity, the attacker cannot correlate the
query information of the requesting node by forming a
cloaking area with the location information. Chow et al.
[11] propose the first distributed k-anonymity scheme. To
make k-anonymity more practically, Gang et al. [12] intro-
duce location tags to distinguish the sensitive locations
from ordinary locations for making the selected k loca-
tions scattered. For improving construction efficiency, Ge
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et al. [13] present a location privacy protection scheme
based on area awareness with the help of mobile service
providers. Ghaffari et al. [14] propose a peer-to-peer solu-
tion of privacy protection query service. To resist attacks,
Zhao et al. [15] present a k-anonymity scheme to prevent
injection attacks on user locations. Ying et al. [16] design a
distributed social-aware location privacy protection pro-
tocol to protect the original sender without the help of
a trusted third party. Li et al. [17] propose a privacy-
preserving LBS framework that supports the query area
in a square area based on the user’s location, and achieves
fine-grained access control on the financial service
provider data. Wang et al. [18] present a privacy metric
and a utility metric to measure the performance of client-
based personalized k-anonymity. Li et al. [19] and Wang
et al. [20] design privacy protection methods to ensure the
security of information exchange between users.
The distributed k-anonymity privacy protection

schemes mentioned above all assume that users are
honest, nevertheless, the users are self-interested in life.
In response to this problem, Yang et al. [21] combine
game theory and blockchain to construct a reputation
mechanism based on the revenue function. Liu et al.
[22] designed a scheme with the help of blockchain to
restrain users’ self-interest by punishing their dishon-
est behaviors. Fortunately, Li et al. [23, 24] and Wang
et al. [25] tackle the problem of malicious attacks on the
blockchain. lu et al. [26] develop a credibility assessment
algorithm based on both direct historical transactions
and indirect observations of nodes to combat the spread
of fraudulent information. Li et al. [27] uses a probability
threshold to reflect the user’s reputation, and only initiate
the construction of a cloaking area when the reputation of
the requesting node reaches the threshold. Luo et al. [28]
and Li et al. [29] devise the trust management method
such that both the requester and the cooperator will
only cooperate with the nodes they trust. Li et al [30]
introduce a reputation management algorithm to opti-
mize the k-anonymity technique. To encourage users to
assist, Yang et al. [31] adopt a single-round sealed double
auction mechanism, that allows multiple request nodes to
obtain the actual location of the cooperators. Li et al. [32]
pointed out that the above schemes need a credible auc-
tioneer then presented a distributed k-anonymity privacy
protection scheme based on reputation incentives. In
addition, Chow et al. [33] and Gong et al. [34] indicated
that the pseudonym is replaced for better privacy. To
enhance the credibility of the privacy protection scheme,
Yuan et al. [35] propose a privacy-preserving framework
without online trusted third parties that can protect
the locations of workers and tasks while keeping the
distance-aware information on the protected locations.
Different from our proposal, the above works only

decrease the probability of user dishonesty by reducing

the user’s reputation. They fail to recognize that mali-
cious users can quickly achieve a high reputation through
a series of honest activities to deceive honest users again.
The problem reduces the cost of fraud and allows the
location information of honest users to be exposed multi-
ple times. An attacker analyzes the correlation of multiple
locations to deduce the user’s intimate location infor-
mation, such as the home address, workplace, etc. In
addition, our proposal is more adapted to practical appli-
cations as the entropy of the user’s current location infor-
mation is calculated.

Motivations and contributions
The existing schemes about distributed k-anonymous
cannot protect the location privacy of nodes completely.
Namely, these schemes still have matters with behavior
deception and service swings. Concretely, it is difficult to
judge malicious requests, which initiate normally in the
location of low request probability at midnight, without
considering location information entropy. What’s more,
malicious nodes have more opportunities to attack hon-
est nodes if there is service swinging in reputation-based
schemes. As shown in Fig. 1, the left-hand side shows the
locations where users frequent fromMonday to Friday. In
the morning, the user travels fromA to B and then to C. In
the afternoon, the user returns to A after passing through
B from C. The regularity of the user’s appearances makes
it easy for an attacker to infer the sensitive location based
onmultiple observations.Most likely, A is the user’s home,
B is his child’s school and C is the company. The attacker
could extort the user or stole from the house while the
user is away on business or in hospital. These attacks are
a threat to the user’s personal and property security. In
this paper, we propose, to ensure the privacy informa-
tion of honest nodes, a trusted de-swinging k-anonymity
scheme for location privacy protection. Firstly, we design
a DREM, in that a penalty factor is set to curb the swinging
behavior. Meanwhile, we build trustworthy anonymous
domains based on smart contracts with the DREM. In the
area, both the requesting node and the cooperative node
only cooperate with their reliance. Then, reputation con-
tracts in view of smart contracts are designed, which avoid
information leakage caused by third-party attacks, to cal-
culate nodes’ reputation automatically. Finally, security
analysis and simulation results show that our scheme can
effectively curb the swinging behavior of malicious nodes,
resist attacks and encourage nodes to participate honestly
in the construction of cloaking areas. In a nutshell, the
main contributions are as follows.

• We design a DREM, which encourages nodes to
participate sincerely in the construction of cloaking
areas from entity honest degree, location information
entropy, and service swinging. Besides, we design a
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Fig. 1 The location privacy leakage caused by the malicious users

punishment factor according to the swinging degree
to curbs the malicious behaviors.

• We structure a trusted cloaking area dependent on
the DREM, that protects the location privacy of
request nodes and cooperators. In the process of
construction, both request nodes and assist nodes
only cooperate with their reliance that selecting by
the smart contracts.

• We design reputation contracts based on smart
contracts, which automatically execute reputation
calculation algorithms and store the scores in the
blockchain, to make the processes of calculation
decentralized, open, and transparent.

• The security analysis and simulation results indicate
that our proposed scheme effectively curbs the
swinging behavior of malicious nodes, resists attacks,
detects the malicious nodes quickly, and encourages
nodes to participate honestly in the construction of
cloaking areas.

Roadmap
The organization of this article is as follows. We start with
pinpointing some preliminaries like k-anonymity tech-
nology and de-swinging in the “Preliminaries” section.
The scheme is presented in the “A trusted de-swing-
ing k-anonymity scheme for location privacy protection”

section. The security and simulation analysis are intro-
duced in the “Security & simulation analysis” section.
Finally, we conclude this article in the “Conclusion”
section and prospect the future works.

Preliminaries
Distributed k-anonymity
K-anonymity is a popular location privacy protection
technology that associates the requester’s location with at
least k − 1 locations of assistants to construct an anony-
mous domain. In the area, attacker cannot associate a
query with a specific participant with a probability greater
than 1/k. The technology was applied initially to data
fusion [36], data analysis, and data prediction [37]. It
was introduced into location privacy protection, such as
IoT [38, 39], vehicle networks [40, 41] as its technology
evolve. In general, existing privacy-preserving schemes
for k-anonymity fall into two main categories: central-
ized, which requires the help of a third-party server, and
distributed, which achieves anonymity through the assis-
tance of participants. The centralized k-anonymity suffers
from problems such as single points of failure and privacy
disclosure by third-party servers. Conversely, distributed
k-anonymity has become a popular field of research in
recent years because it overcomes the disadvantages of
centralized schemes. Our scheme is designed based on
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distributed k-anonymity. The process of construction are
as follows.

1) The requesting node broadcasts a request for
cloaking area construction.

2) Assistance nodes respond to the requester and send
their locations to the requesting node.

3) The requesting node constructs the cloaking area
with the help of k − 1 locations of assistance nodes.

4) The requesting node sends the cloaking area to the
location service provider (LSP).

5) The LSP seeks the results according to the cloaking
area and query information submit by requesting
node.

6) The requesting node selects the query results
according to their real location after receiving the
returned results.

De-swinging
There are dynamic swing attacks in the reputation-
based k-anonymity privacy protection scheme, that is, the
behavior of malicious nodes change between honestly and
maliciously. In other words, malicious nodes attack after
accumulating a high trust value by interacting honestly.
After that, they stop transacting until the impact of the last
malicious behavior becomes weak due to the time attenua-
tion factor. At this time, malicious nodes conduct multiple
successful transactions within a short period to increase
the reputation quickly then attack again. Malicious users

rapidly increase their reputation after it has been reduced
in this way. Worse still, malicious users repeatedly trick
honest users with high reputations, so that honesty users
have a high probability to assist malicious users in building
anonymous domains. The location privacy of the honest
user is compromised repeatedly after being maliciously
attacked. To make k-anonymity robust against internal
attacks [42] and protect location track information [43]
better, we propose a de-swinging method, which designs
a penalty factor according to the swing degree of the mali-
cious nodes. The realization process of de-swinging is as
follows.

1) Calculating the difference of node’s latest two
reputations �c′ = |LCi+1 − LCi|.

2) If �c′ > C, the node is malicious one, to calculate
�c′′ = �c′/LCi+1|.

3) Setting penalty factor according to �c′′.
4) Calculating reputation with the penalty factor.

A trusted de-swinging k-anonymity scheme for
location privacy protection
In this section, we present the framework of our scheme,
the reputation evaluation method, the process of con-
structing anonymous domains, and the reputation con-
tract algorithm.

System architecture
To better construct the trusted clocking area, the sys-
tem framework of our scheme is depicted in Fig. 2, which

Fig. 2 System architecture
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consists of four parts, anonymous service provider (ASP),
LSP, reputation contracts, and nodes. R represents request
nodes, and C stands for assist nodes.
ASP is responsible for allocating pseudonym id and

asymmetric key pairs (Pk , Sk) to provide preparation and
security for nodes during the process of construction.
ASP randomly generates a pseudonym id for the nodes
When they register. The Numid, which is increased by
one after the user initiates or participates in the construc-
tion of a cloaking area, records the number of times the
id is used. The ASP also assigns a pair of asymmetric
public-private key pairs (Pk , Sk) to the nodes after they
registered successfully, which are only saved by the nodes.
The nodes sign their information with the Sk before they
send information to the reputation contracts, then the
smart contracts verify whether the information has tam-
pered with the Pk . Table 1 shows the data definition stored
in ASP.
LSP provides location-based services for nodes, such as

querying nearby restaurants, hotels, etc. The process for
querying the service is as follows. Firstly, the requesting
node broadcast the request for cloaking area construc-
tion. Then, the requesting node constructs the cloaking
area Pse

{
Locr0, Locr1, ..., Locrk−1

}
after receiving the loca-

tion of k − 1 assistance nodes. Lastly, the LSP query the
results according to the Pse and query information sub-
mit by requesting node. The requesting node selects the
query results according to their real location Locr0 after
receiving the returned results.
Reputation contracts are designed based on smart con-

tracts to calculate reputation. We design three reputation
contract functions: verification function, reputation cal-
culation function, and update function. The verification
function is applied to verify the identity of nodes. The cal-
culation function selects the assistants whose reputation
is equal or greater than the request threshold after calcu-
lates the reputation according to the DREM. The update
function is responsible for updating the scores timely.
The nodes can be a cooperator or a requester. While

a node needs location services, it can be a request-
ing node to initiate a cloaking area construction request
for obtaining location services while protecting location
privacy. After receiving the cloaking area construction
request, the nodes can cooperate with the construction as
a cooperator.

Table 1 The data definition stored in ASP

Notation Definition

User The real name of nodes

id The current pseudonym

Numid The number of pseudonym is used

id_list The list of historical pseudonyms

De-swinging reputation evaluation
The de-swinging reputation evaluation method calcu-
lates the reputation from three aspects: entity honesty
degree, location information entropy, and service swing-
ing degree. We adopt the model combining entities and
data to calculate the reputation of nodes. On the one hand,
we calculate the entity honesty degree with the historical
scores for encouraging nodes to participate genuinely in
the construction of cloaking areas. On the other hand, we
evaluate the reliability of current data from the probabil-
ity of prior location, the location request probability, and
the time request probability. We call the reliability of cur-
rent data like location information entropy. In addition,
the malicious nodes deceive other nodes after accumulat-
ing a high reputation. What’s worse, they will attack again
while the reputation rebounds to a high level. For this rea-
son, a penalty factor is designed according to the swing
degree to curb users’ service swing.
We divide the use’s reputation into δ levels {Lev1, Lev2,

..., Levδ} , Lev1 indicates the lowest reputation level, Levδ

indicates the highest reputation level. The data definition
storage in blockchain is shown in Table 2.

Entity honesty
We adopt the latest historical request scores {LR1, LR2,
..., LRn} and historical assistance scores {LC1, LC2, ..., LCn}
to calculate entity honesty. We introduce the forgetting
function show as Formula (1) to calculate the honesty of
nodes. GR,GC represents the forgetting value that calcu-
late from the current time Tx to the corresponding update
time TimeLRn and TimeLCn of the reputation LRn and
LCn. q represents the time attenuation factor. W is the
forgetting cycle. As shown in Formula (3) and Formula
(4), the closer the scoring time to the current calculation
time, the greater the impact on the honesty of the entity.
ERhon, E

C
hon indicate respectively the honesty of the entity

integrity degree request nodes and assistance nodes. LRi
R

represents the requesting score of the request node when
the node as a request node. LCj

R is the assistance score of
the request node while the node as a cooperator. LRi

C is
the request score of assistance node when the node as a

Table 2 The data definition stored in the blockchain

Notation Definition

id The node pseudonym

LR The list of historical request scores

LC The list of historical assistance scores

LR_Time The update time of request score

LC_Time The update time of assistance score

nRpro The number of requests

nCpro The number of assistance
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request node. LCj
C is the assistance score of the assistance

node when the node as a cooperator.

GR = exp
{−q (Tx − TimeLRn/W )

}
(1)

GC = exp
{−q (Tx − TimeLCn/W )

}
(2)

ERhon = α

n∑

i=1
LRi

R × GR + (1 − α)

n∑

j=1
LCj

R × GR (3)

EChon = α

n∑

i=1
LRi

C × GC + (1 − α)

n∑

j=1
LCj

C × GC (4)

Location information entropy
Location information entropy refers to the uncertainty of
location information. The higher the location information
entropy, the higher the reliability of the current location.
If the nodes structure cloaking area in mountains,

rivers, or deserts, the probability of being honest is low.
We divide the current area into y categories accord-
ing to location characteristics

{
typ1loc, typ

2
loc, ..., typ

y
loc

}
,

the credible probability of each type of location is
Py−Ty

{
P1y−Ty,P

2
y−Ty, ...,P

y
y−Ty

}
.

We believe that the location where queries have
occurred is more reliable. As shown in Fig. 3, we divide
the entire location space into many grids. White indi-
cates that the request probability is zero, black means
the request probability is high, which is 0.87 in the
figure. According to the historical query data in each
grid, the location request probability of every grid is
Pl−loc

{
P1l−loc,P

2
l−loc, ...,P

l
l−loc

}
.

The time when the nodes initiate a request has a regu-
larity, the requesting which launched during a period with
a high request probability is more reliable. By counting

the number of requests, we can learn the historical habit
of initiating the request. We divide a day into t periods{
tim1

loc, tim
2
loc, ..., tim

t
loc,

}
, the request probability for each

period is pt−tim
{
p1t−tim, p2t−tim, ..., ptt−tim

}
.

When calculating the location information entropy of
the cooperator, only its true probability of prior location is
considered, as shown in Formula (5). The location infor-
mation entropy SRloc of the request node is calculated from
three aspects, as shown in Formula (6).

SCloc = −ϕ

y∑

j=1
pjy−Ty log2 p

j
y−Ty (5)

SRloc = (−τ)

y∑

j=1
pjy−Ty log2 p

j
y−Ty

+ (−φ)

l∑

j=1
pjl−loc log2 p

j
l−loc

+ (−μ)

t∑

j=1
pjt−tim log2 p

j
t−tim

(6)

Service swing
To curb the swing behavior of malicious nodes, we store
the swing behaviors with one-dimensional array b[ n] and
a[m], which is a basis to calculate penalty factors. Taking
the calculation process of assistance nodes’ swing degree
a[m] as an example. Firstly, move the elements of a[ 0] one
bit to the right, making it empty. Then calculate the dif-
ference between the last two historical assistance scores
as the formula �c′. Finally, calculate the ratio of �c′ to the
latest historical score with the formula �c′′. To set a[ 0]
according to �c′′, as shown in Table 3.
The node is judged as a swing one when �c′′ is greater

than 0.4. To set a[ 0] differently according to �c′′, the

Fig. 3 The distribution of historical query probability
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Table 3 The mapping from �c′′ to a[ 0]

�c′′ a[ 0]

�c′′ ≤ 0.25 �c′′

0.25 < �c′′ ≤ 0.3 0.6

0.3 < �c′′ ≤ 0.4 1

0.4 < �c′′ ≤ 0.6 2

greater the degree of swing, the greater a[ 0]. For curb-
ing the swing behavior, we designed the penalty factor
QR
pun,QC

pun, for request nodes and cooperators. The cal-
culation method is as Formula (7) and Formula (8), the
smaller the punishment factor, the greater the punish-
ment. λ and δ are the parameters that record themalicious
behavior of users as assistance and requests.

QC
pun = exp

{ n∑

k=0
λ

(
d−k × a[ k]

)}

(7)

QR
pun = exp

{ n∑

k=0
δ
(
d−k × b[ k]

)}

(d, λ, δ ≥ 1) (8)

It can be seen from the above formula that more weight
is given to the recent swing behavior. The �c′ becomes
larger and the penalty factor decreases when the recent
scores fluctuate greatly. when a[ k]< 1, λ = 1, while
a[ k]≥ 1, λ increases with the increase of a[ k], leads

the penalty factor to increase slowly after the malicious
transaction.

FR
cre = exp

(
QR
pun

)
× ln

(
β × ERhon + η × SRloc

)
(9)

FC
cre = exp

(
QC
pun

)
× ln

(
β × EChon + η × SCloc

)
(10)

As shown in the Formula (9) and Formula (10), the rep-
utation of nodes FR

cre, FC
cre is proportional to the entity

honesty ERhon, E
C
hon and the location information entropy

SRloc, S
C
loc. The reputation also refers to the penalty fac-

tor QR
pun and QC

pun. β and η are weighting parameters.
When nodes attack with high reputations, reputation
value will drop rapidly because of the decrease of the
penalty factor. If the malicious node builds a cloaking
area honestly after an attack, the reputation will increase
slowly. Furthermore, if the score rises too fast, the penalty
factor will decrease, and the reputation will decrease
accordingly. Therefore, our scheme can curb the swing
behavior of malicious nodes, encourage nodes to par-
ticipate honestly in the construction process of cloaking
areas.

Trusted cloaking area
We construct an anonymous domain based on the DREM
and smart contracts. The process of cloaking area con-
struction is shown as Fig. 4.

Fig. 4 The interaction process of anonymous domain construction
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At the beginning of the process, the request node
sends the request information Req {Rid,NumLR,PkR,
MR, k, SigPkR (NumLR||MR)

}
to the smart contracts after

broadcast the construction request. For responding the
request, the collaborator sends the assistance informa-
tion Req

{
Cid,NumLC ,PkC ,MC , SigPkC (NumLC ||MC)

}
to

the smart contracts. Rid and Cid are the pseudonyms of
nodes; NumLR, NumLC represent the transaction index
number, that record the latest historical information in the
blockchain. The PkR, PkC as the public key of nodes. MR,
MC as the reputation threshold. k is the number of assis-
tance nodes. SigPkR (NumLR||MR), SigPkC (NumLC ||MC) as
the signature to the information.
We calculate the degree of assistance Hpro =

nCpro/
(
nCpro � nRpro

)
of the request node after the smart

contracts verifies the signatures with the public keys PkR
and PkC . nRpro is the number of requestion, nCpro is the
number of cooperation. If Hpro is higher than the sys-
tem value, the reputation value FR

cre of the request node
is calculated according to the DREM. If FR

cre ≥ MC ,
then the corresponding assistance node Cid is recorded
in the candidate list PreList. Then calculating the rep-
utation of assistance nodes in PreList, if FC

cre ≥ MR,
then record the Cid in the cloaking area construction list
LastList.
The smart contracts send the location information{
Locr1, Locr2, ..., Locrk−1

}
of the collaborator in LastList

to the request node. With the help of the k − 1 loca-
tions, the request node constructs the cloaking area
Pse

{
Locr0, Locr1, Locr2, ..., Locrk−1

}
then sends the query

information to the LSP, which returns the query content
to the requesting user.
The request node to score k − 1 cooperators sep-

arately and signatures with SkR after the cloaking
area is constructed successfully. The cooperators
to score the request node and signature with SkC .
Then, they send the scores of cooperators SCC{(
SC1

C , SigSKR
(
SC1

C
))
, ...,

(
SCk−1

C , SigSKR
(
SCk−1

C

))}
, and

the scores of requester SCR
{(

SC1
R, SigSKC

(
SC1

R
))

, ...,
(
SCk−1

R , SigSKC
(
SCk−1

R

))}
to the smart contracts, which

calculate the reputation score LRnum + 1 = ∑k−1
1

SCi
R/ (k − 1) of the request node.

Reputation contracts
Based on the smart contracts, we design reputation con-
tracts that include verification function, reputation calcu-
lation function, and update function.
Verification function: we verify the identity information

of the node who participates in the construction process
before calculating the reputation to ensure the legality of
nodes. Other functions can only be invoked if the identity
of both the assisting user and the requesting user has been

successfully verified. The verification function is shown in
algorithm 1.

Algorithm 1: Verification function
Data: the information of requesterReq,the information

of k-1 collaborators Ceq
1 R ← Req;
2 C1, ...,Ck−1 ← Ceq1, ...,Ceqk−1;
3 if (PKR(SigPkR))==(Num(LR)||MR) then
4 if (PKC(SigPkC))==(Num(LC)||MC) then
5 go to the calculate credit function;
6 else
7 Reject the request;
8 end
9 else

10 Reject the request;
11 end

The calculation function: as algorithm 2 shows, we cal-
culate the reputation of requester and collaborators with
the help of DREM by entity honesty, location information
entropy, and penalty factor. This function takes as input
the historical scores of the requester and k-1 assisters. The
output of this function is a list of assisted users.
The update function: the contract calculates the final

score LRnum+1 of the requester after receiving the scores
of k-1 assistants and requesters. Subsequently, the nodes
with the highest reputation update the score list. The
update function is as shown in Algorithm 3.

Security & simulation analysis
In this section, we will validate the safety and effectiveness
of the proposed scheme. We organize this section by the
analysis of the safety analysis and simulation results.

Security analysis
Anti-attack analysis
We analyze the node attack from the following aspects:
1) malicious nodes initiate or participate in the construc-
tion of cloaking areas with fake geographic locations;
2) malicious nodes adopt a swing strategy to increase
the reputation in a short period after an attack. To pre-
vent the first type of attack, we calculate the location
information entropy, which is adopted to evaluate the
authenticity of the location, to ensure that nodes partic-
ipate in anonymous domain construction with their true
locations. For the second type of attack, we design the
penalty factor QR

pun, QC
pun based on the swing degree.

Once the nodes act maliciously, their reputations will
rapidly decrease. Even if the malicious nodes accumu-
late a high score in a short period, the penalty factor will
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Algorithm 2: Calculate credit function
Data: requestor’s history scores LRr and

LCr ,historical scores for k − 1 helpers
LRc1, ..., LRckand LCc1, ..., LCck ,

Locationinformation py−Ty, pl−loc, pt−tim, nCpro, nRpro
Result: list of assist users Lastlist(Cid1, ...,Cidk−1)

1 Hpro ← nCpro/nRpro + nCpro;
2 if Hprogreater than system threshold then
3 ERhon ← x

(
LRi

R+, ...,+LRn
R
) + (1 −

x)
(
LRj

C+, ...,+LRn
C

)
exp(−q ∗ �T /W );

4 EC1hon...,E
Ck−1
hon ←

{
x
(
LRi

C+, ...,+LRn
C
) + (1 − x)

(
LCj

C+, ...,+LCn
C

)}
exp(−q ∗ �T /W );

5 SCloc← (−O)
(
p1y−Tylog2p

1
y−Ty+, ...,+pyy−Tylog2p

y
y−Ty

)
;

6 SRloc← (−O)
{(
p1y−Tylog2p

1
y−Ty+, ...,+pyy−Tylog2p

y
y−Ty

)

+
(
p1l−loclog2p

1
l−loc+, ...,+pll−loclog2p

l
l−loc

)

+ (
p1t−timlog2p1t−tim+, ...,+ptt−timlog2ptt−tim

) }
;

7 QR
pun ← exp

(
g
(
d−1 ∗ b[ 1]+d−2 ∗ b[ 2]+...,

+d−m ∗ b[m]
))
;

8 QC
pun ← exp

(
h

(
d−1 ∗ a[ 1]+d−2 ∗ a[ 2]+...,

+d−n ∗ a[ n]
))
;

9 FR
cre ← exp

(
QR
pun

)
ln

(
ERhon ∗ g + j ∗ SRloc

)
;

10 FC
cre ← exp

(
QC
pun

)
ln

(
EChon ∗ g + j ∗ SCloc

)
;

11 if FR
cre greater than Ci.MC and FC

cre greater than
R.MR then

12 Lastlist ← Cidi
13 end
14 else
15 Insufficient assistance, can′trequest
16 end

inhibit the increase of the reputation to avoid the swing
behavior.

Hitchhiking attack
Free-riding behavior means that the node only enjoys
assistance services provided by other users, refuses to
afford cooperation for other users. To solve this problem,
we set the degree of assistance Hpro to measure the assis-
tance probability of the requester. Only the Hpro is greater
than the threshold, can the cloaking area construction be
initiated.

Optimal times of pseudonyms usege
If the attacker obtains a node’s location with the same
pseudonymmultiple times, he will infer the identity of this
node based on the associated information. Therefore, the

Algorithm 3: Update function
Data: The score of requestor

SCR =
{
SC1

R, ..., SC
k−1
R

}
, The score of

collaborator SCC =
{
SC1

C , ..., SC
k−1
C

}

Result: LRnum+1, SCC
1 if The requestor accept SCR then
2 LRnum+1 = SC1

R + ...,+SCk−1
R /k − 1;

3 send the Rid to ASP;
4 else
5 To score again
6 end
7 if The collaborator accept SCC then
8 Broadcast to other users;
9 send the Cid to ASP;

10 else
11 To score again
12 end

pseudonym needs to be replaced after a certain number
of uses. We take the cooperators as an example to infer
the optimal use times g of pseudonyms. Assuming the
probability that the assistance node in the area where the
request node intends to initiate a request and assists the
request node is ps, the attacker has obtained the location
privacy information of the cooperator h times, the proba-
bility of inferring the identity information of the cooper-
ator is pa. During the period of the same pseudonym, the
attacker can infer the possibility of the cooperator’s pri-
vate information is: Pt,c = Ch

g phs pa. To ensure the security
of the privacy information, Pt,c < W , W tends to 0. If
h = 4, ps = 0.16, pa = 0.65, W = 0.1, then the optimal
times of usage is g = 10.
We compare our scheme with existing works and the

results are shown in Table 4 where we can easily identify
the difference in the proposed scheme.

Table 4 Performance comparison

Property Literature
28

Literature
31

Literature
27

Our
scheme

De-swinging × × × �
Hitchhiking
attack

× × � �

Location
Information
Entropy

× × × �

Optimal times of
pseudonyms
usege

� × × �
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Table 5 The parameter settings

Parameter Value Definition

n 10 The number of historical reputation
participating in calculation

m 15 The length of swing array

q 0.5 The time decay factor

w 15 The time decay period

α 0.46 The entity honesty parameter

λ 3.8 The malicious behavior recording
parameters of cooperators

δ 1.6 The malicious behavior recording
parameters of request node

β 0.63 The weight of entity honesty

Simulation analysis
We divide the nodes’ reputation into 10 levels {Lev1,
Lev2, ..., Lev10}, the minimum reputation level Lev1 is 1,
the highest reputation level Lev10 is 10. The definite
parameters are set in Table 5.

Reputation value
We compare our scheme with Lu et al. [26] and Li et
al. [30] in terms of trends in reputation. As shown in
Fig. 5, the black line represents the scheme of Li, the
blue line shows the scheme of Lu, our scheme is indi-
cated by the red line. Before the 11th round, the reputation
increased rapidly because they initiated and participated

honestly in the construction of the cloaking area. How-
ever, the reputation drops after the 12th round due to
malicious behavior. In their scheme, the reputation drops
to the lowest only after the nodes commit evil multi-
ple times because they lack consideration of the effect of
service swing on reputation, which will give the nodes
multiple opportunities to be malicious. Furthermore, the
growth rate of reputation after nodes behave maliciously
is the same as before they are evil, and nodes can rapidly
increase the reputation in a short period to commit evil
again in succession. On the contrary, owing to malicious
behavior, the reputation of our scheme drops extremely in
12 rounds because of the malicious behavior, which keeps
the future growth rate of reputation lowly for a period.
Even if the malicious nodes cheat a high score, the growth
slope of reputation is much lower than the previous 11
rounds, curbing the swing behavior. Figure 6 shows that
the reputation of honest nodes increases with the escala-
tion of the number of rounds. There is a problem in Lu et
al. [26] and Li et al. [30] that nodes can reach the maxi-
mum reputation in a short period, which will increase the
probability of malicious behavior. To prevent nodes from
exploiting high reputation values for evil purposes, the
nodes’ reputation will grow at a slow rate after reaching a
threshold in our scheme. Besides, our reputation mecha-
nism can capture very subtle changes. For example, in the
15th and 19th rounds, the nodes are in a position where
the probability of a request is lower, their reputation drops
accordingly.

Fig. 5 The reputation value tendecy of malicious nodes compare with [26] and [30]
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Fig. 6 The reputation value tendecy of honest nodes compare with [26] and [30]

Figures 7 and 8 show the reputation of nodes who play
two roles: request node and cooperator. Figure 7 shows
the reputation of the node, who requests maliciously
while assisting honestly. The reputation of the request
decreased rapidly in the 11th round due to malicious
requestion. Though the node is honest when assisting, the
reputation of assistance is decreased in the 11th round

and then increased slowly during subsequent honest assis-
tance. In this way, our scheme can reduce the probability
that the node initiates a request successfully, stabilize
the number of cooperators, and ensure the speed and
quality of the clocking area construction. Figure 8 shows
the reputation of the node, who assist maliciously while
request honestly. The reputation of assistance and request

Fig. 7 The reputation of malicious request nodes
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Fig. 8 The reputation of malicious cooperate nodes

both decrease rapidly because of malicious assistance
and increase slowly hereafter. Therefore, our scheme
restricts the assisting behavior also reduces the probability
of the request successfully if the node attacks while
assisting.

Efficiency
We set a specific scenario to verify the effectiveness of
detecting malicious nodes. Usually, nodes are more likely

to attack after the reputation reaches a certain point: 1)
be honest in the earlier stage, and be malicious once the
reputation rises to a certain level; 2) apply dynamic swing
behaviors between honesty and maliciousness. In the first
case, the nodes are honest in the previous η round for
improving the reputation quickly. They are malicious after
η round, η′ < η < η′′. Hypothesis η′ = 5, η′′=20, the
detection results are shown in Fig. 9. The nodes increase
their reputation rapidly in the first 5 rounds, then start to

Fig. 9 The percent of case 1 detected malicious nodes
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attack in the 6th round. In the 30th round, the percentages
of malicious request nodes and malicious cooperators
detected respectively were 97.13% and 93.5%.
The percentage of malicious nodes detected in the sec-

ond category is shown in Fig. 10. Assume that the alter-
nating cycle of the nodes is malicious and honest is θ , 5 <

θ < 15. In the 30th round, the percentage of malicious
request nodes and malicious assistance nodes detected is
81.13% and 70.33% respectively. The node can be marked
as a malicious one when its swing is greater than the value
set by the scheme. Obviously, it takes longer to detect all
malicious nodes than the first type because they adopt
the swing strategy. It can be seen that our scheme can
detect malicious nodes with high accuracy. Our scheme
can detect malicious nodes with a high probability after
the 30th round, and build an anonymous domain stably
with trusted nodes.
To better validate the efficiency of the proposed scheme,

we also explored the computation time delay to construct
the anonymous cloaking region. It can be seen in Fig. 11
that during the process of constructing the cloaking
region, the required time delay of our scheme increases
with the increment of k. When the privacy protection
requirement is k=20, the time delay required is only 0.63s.
In particular, the average growth rate of the time delay
is lower when the construction of the anonymity domain
requirement k is below 14.

Conclusion
In this article, we propose a trusted de-swinging k-
anonymity scheme in view of the behavior deception and
service swings. In particular, to curb malicious swinging
behaviors of nodes, we design a de-swinging reputation
evaluation method. With this method, a trusted cloak-
ing area is constructed, where both request nodes and
assist nodes only cooperate with their reliance. Further-
more, we design the reputation contracts to calculate
reputation and store the scores automatically based on
smart contracts. Security analysis and simulation results
show that our proposed scheme can resist malicious
attacks, identify malicious nodes quickly, and encour-
age users to participate in the construction process of
cloaking areas honestly. Specifically, the highest percent-
age of malicious users detected by the proposed scheme
in the 30th round was 97.13% (first case) and 81.13%
(second case). Further, the time delay required by this
scheme is within an acceptable range. As shown in Fig. 11,
the time delay is 0.63s when the privacy protection
requirement is k=20.
However, as the value of k increases, its computation

time consumption increases almost linearly. When the
user is in a sensitive location with high privacy protection
requirements, the delay time of this scheme is high. More-
over, the location privacy requirements of the requesting
node are inconsistent with the quality of service. There-

Fig. 10 The percent of case 2 detected malicious nodes
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Fig. 11 The computation time of constructing the anonymous cloaking

fore, we will establish a game model by balancing the
demand for privacy protection and the quality of service
(computational time overhead) to optimize the value of k
in our future works.
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